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The nameplate " Alcyone " pronounced "al-SIGH-uh-nee" [1] refers to the brightest star in the
Pleiades constellation, stylized in the Subaru company logo. The windows are split about
two-thirds of the way from the bottom, with the division being parallel to the upper curve of the
door frame similar to the half-windows of the Lamborghini Countach , DMC DeLorean another
Giugiaro design , and the McLaren F1. From to , Subaru displayed the Amadeus , a prototype
shooting brake variation on the SVX, in both two- and four-door versions, which was considered
for production. This engine was the largest engine produced by Subaru for its passenger cars
until the introduction of the 3. The previous generation Subaru Alcyone had a turbocharged
four-cylinder engine, but the larger EG33 was more powerful and so a turbo was not installed.
Internally, the engine is essentially a six-cylinder variant of the EJ22 found in the
first-generation Japanese market Legacy and Impreza. The new 3. Fuel delivery was
accomplished with sequential multi-port fuel injection with dual-spray injectors. Engine ignition
used platinum spark plugs and a computerized management system with "limp home feature",
which included over-rev protection, as well as monitors for fuel injection and ignition. A single
2. The SVX was offered solely with an automatic transmissions, as Subaru did not offer a
manual transmission capable of handling the horsepower and torque of the EG33 engine at the
time. The first system, called ACT-4 active torque split was introduced on the As an active
system, it varied the torque split infinitely based on several inputs. The system retains the use
of the ACT clutch and active control, though its size and role are much smaller as it is used only
to suppress differential action instead of the complete differential function. This system is not
capable of operating in 2WD and therefore could not be used on 2WD dynos as required for
emissions testing in some states. This prevented VTD as an option on Subaru vehicles offered
for sale in US until passenger car regulations were changed, which occurred long after the end
of svx production. Problems with early SVX transmissions included a defective torque converter
clutch which disintegrates and clogs early radiators both clutch and radiator changed in , and
had systemic high clutch failures due to lower than spec pump pressure, fluid evacuation, and
clutch balance pressure. Shortly after the SVX ended production Subaru transitioned to a
completely redesigned 4 speed unit. In an attempt to lower the price for the US market, a
front-wheel drive "CXV" was offered in and but sales were less than stellar. Roughly 7, of all
SVXs sold were right-hand drive models. Included in this number were the vehicles sold in
Australia, at a cost between approx. The SVX was also developed and released during Japan's "
bubble economy ", and as the economic condition in Japan continued to decline, it had an
effect on sales in Japan. In Japan, the SVX was the first Subaru to exceed government
dimension regulations with regards to the vehicles exterior measurements. The SVX also
obligated Japanese buyers to pay more annual road tax which limited sales due to the engine
displacement. Some later Japanese models also came with upgraded inch BBS alloy wheels
instead of the inch wheels most cars have. Television advertising in Japan used Alison Krauss
singing " Five Hundred Miles ", [13] a reference to the car being able to travel kilometres A rear
spoiler was optional on the L and LS-L models and was included as standard equipment
beginning in There was a brief XR model in that included the spoiler standard but put the
vehicle over the import weight limit. As a result, the spoiler was shipped separately. With
Subaru forecasting sales of 10, each year, SVX sales reached 5, in and 3, cars in Production
ended in December , with sales continuing into â€” and units sold in the final year. It was used
as a promotional tool for Subaru, as well as a pace car. While most pace cars were retired after
one season, the SVX proved to be such a worthy example and a favorite, and was used for
several seasons. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. This article needs
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front-wheel drive. Justy KA. Outback Sport. XV Crosstrek. Sport compact. WRX VA. Legacy BM.
Legacy BN. Legacy BW. XT AX. Forester SF. Forester SG. Forester SH. Forester SJ. Forester SK.
Outback BG. Outback BH. Outback BP. Outback BR. Outback BS. Outback BT. Tribeca WX.
Ascent WM. Coupe utility. Baja BT. Year by year SVX specs A wind tunnel test shows the
aerodynamic shape photo c. It is by Joe Spitz who is solely responsible for content. Comments,
suggestions, tips welcomed. Contact All content, formatting, text, some photos c. Joe Spitz.
Info subject to change and correction. Index of SVX specifications options, colors, prices on
this page. Northwest region. All SVXs built after June, are 50 state emissions. This was the
SVXs last year and there were very few built. Unauthorized reproduction.. Sorry that is is
necessary to put this here. Almost everything was either standard on the LSi model or not
available on the L model. L All-Wheel-Drive. Vehicle Identification numbers - 5th, 6th, and 7th
numbers from the left indicate model, 10th number in '97 is the letter "V". Standard mechanical
features SVX. Engine Specifications : 3. Steering, Turns lock-to-lock 3. Dimensions : Overall
length Model reminder: SVX. Leather seats, steering wheel, parking brake handle and gear shift
lever, beige color. Vehicle Identification numbers - 5th, 6th, and 7th numbers from the left
indicate model, 10th number in '96 is the letter "T". Transmission: automatic 4 speed with 2nd
gear "manual mode" to eliminate 1st to 2nd gear gear slippage and "power mode" to raise shift
points for stronger acceleration Fuel economy 17 city, 24 highway , tank size : Sorry it is
necessary to put this here thank you. Different profile tires. No white color. Vehicle Identification
numbers - 5th, 6th, and 7th numbers from the left indicate model, 10th number in '95 is the year
"S". Engine Specifications: 3. Brakes: non ABS Power assist 4 wheel disc. Standard features
SVX, all models. L front-wheel-drive. S solar reduction windshield. Wood-trim dashboard panel
insert with audio system concealing door. Matte Gray dashboard panel insert with audio system
concealing door. S Heated. Leather interior with power driver's seat, leather, 8 way adj.
Bordeaux Pearl Medium wine color. Laguna Blue Pearl medium royal blue. Brilliant Red. Ebony
Pearl a rich black. Polo Green medium green. Vehicle Identification numbers - 5th, 6th, and 7th
numbers from the left indicate model, 10th number in '94 is the year "R". Power assist 4 wheel
disc non-ABS front disc Power assist with ABS 4 channel, 4 wheel disc, front disc LS
front-wheel-drive. Standard features, all models:. Tinted glass blue-green tint with grey interior
bronze tint with beige interior. White lustrous pearl color. Laguna Blue Pearl royal blue. Ebony
Pearl Black. Emerald Pearl medium green. Vehicle Identification numbers - 5th, 6th, and 7th
numbers from the left indicate model: LS model: X LS-L Touring package model: X Rear: Dual
Parallel Links for passive rear wheel steering, rear stabilizer bars. Overall length Headlights :
Projector beam low headlights, halogen high-beams and integrated halogen fog-lights. Leather
package: seating surfaces, steering wheel, shift lever, parking brake handle. Electronic vehicle
speed sensitive power assisted rack and pinion instead of engine sensitive. Vehicle speed
sensitive is much more accurate and responsive for precise driving. O S with Touring package.
Total sales: 5, All s have 'N' in the VIN. Its intention was to combine two seemingly contradictory
elementsâ€”comfort and performance. Other meaning of Alcyone â€” is a female name in Greek
myphology. She married Ceyx, son of Eosphorus the Morning Star. When Alcyone made her
nest on the beach, waves threatened to destroy it. Aeolus restrained his winds and kept them
calm during seven days in each year, so she could lay her eggs. Included in this number were
the vehicles sold in Australia. There are only 8 official color available for Subaru SVX at the
picture. So beware of repaints. Italian automobile designer Giorgetto Giugiaro of ItalDesign
designed the slippery, sleek bodywork, incorporating design themes from his other concepts,
such as the Ford Maya and the Oldsmobile Inca. Subaru decided to put the concept vehicle into
production and retain its most distinguishing design element, the unconventional
window-within-a-window. In contrast to the boxy, angular XT , the SVX had curvy lines designed
by Giugiaro and the unusual two-piece power side windows. The windows are split about
two-thirds of the way from the bottom, with the division being parallel to the upper curve of the
door frame. From to , Subaru displayed the Amadeus, a prototype shooting brake variation on
the SVX, in both two- and four-door versions, which was considered for production. Ultimately
the Amadeus was not produced. It was used as a promotional tool for Subaru, as well as a pace
car. While most pace cars were retired after one season, the SVX proved to be such a worthy
example and a favorite, and was used for several seasons. This is an unofficial museum where
many of the unique Subaru concept cars and Subarus of historical significance are stored.
Unlike the other models, this SVX original model was made by other modder group. Length: mm
Width: mm Hight: mm Add to favorites Spread the love to auto culture You also may love Your
email address will not be published. Grown on GT - inspired by real racing - made with
enthusism - creating important info base non-commercial blog c Since Skip to content. Subaru
Amadeus concept From to , Subaru displayed the Amadeus, a prototype shooting brake
variation on the SVX, in both two- and four-door versions, which was considered for production.

Length: mm Width: mm Height: mm. Length: mm Width: mm Hight: mm. Spread the love to auto
culture. You also may love Ferrari F50 'â€” the sexiest car ever If someone ask me: "What is the
most sexiest car ever made? Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Scroll Up. Transmission Control Unit TCU computer monitors engine speed, vehicle
speed, brake system engagement and ABS engagement and communicates with engine
management computer. Die-cast aluminum ally block, cast aluminum alloy heads with 4 valves
per cylinder and centrally located spark plugs. Integrated fuel and ignition systems. Engine
Control Unit ECU computer with learning and aging controls, self-diagnosis and limp-home
features. Twin knock sensors and oxygen sensors provide separate control of each cylinder
bank. Multi-port electronic fuel injection with dual-spray fuel injectors. Twin downtube headers
and dual catalytic converters for reduced back pressure. Fully automatic 4-speed 4EAT with
electronic shift control, automatically-engaging overdrive and lockup torque converter.
Automatically selects between Power and Economy modes based on throttle input. Power mode
upshifts at higher engine speeds for increased acceleration. Manual mode allows driver to
reduce wheel spin on difficult surfaces by starting in second gear. Unit body type, with front
and rear energy-absorbing impact-crumple zones. Independent, with long-travel, low-friction,
variable-damping gas-pressurized struts; coil springs; lower L-arms with liquid-filled bushings
and stabilizer bar. Subframe supports L-arms for high lateral rigidity. Power-assisted, with dual
diagonal hydraulic circuits. Drum in rear disc-type parking brake. From 60 mph: feet From 80
mph: feet. Fade, Effort After Six Stops from 60 mph:. Rack-and-pinion with engine-rpm sensing
variable power assist. Impact-collapsible steering column. Interior Noise. EPA Mileage
Estimates. Maximum total trailer weight: pounds; Maximum trailer tongue weight: pounds.
Recommended Maintenance. Search Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the
pencil icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:.
VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Transport your gear and goods without
the mess. Click here to shop the Genuine Subaru Cargo Organizer. Home Subaru SVX Your
Nearest Retailers. Liberty Auto City Subaru. Shop Now. Distance: Kenosha Subaru. Wilde
Subaru. Enter your zip code: View More Retailers. Select a Category.
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When the time arrives to maintain or repair your Subaru SVX, choose the same quality that
came standard from day one. Built to perform and last with custom-fit and function. Wherever
adventure in your Subaru SVX leads, stay plugged in. Comfort and Convenience. Less difficulty.
More enjoyment. All customized to you and your Subaru SVX. Subaru style attuned precisely to
you and your Subaru SVX. Protection and Security. Help prevent the worst and lessen the
impact of the unavoidable in your Subaru SVX. STI Brand. The Subaru SVX mods you want for
the power you crave. Subaru Gear. More than just a quality product, you desire the
self-expression that Subaru provides. Connect more to your vehicle and other enthusiasts with
Genuine Subaru Gear. Links Subaru. Legal Policies. While every reasonable effort is made to
ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained
on these pages. Please verify any information in question with a sales representative.

